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RADSIGHT

OVERVIEW

RadSight Access enables a team of workers wearing electronic dosimetry to be 
monitored and their dose tracked on one or more tasks with a web based graphical 
display. The system provides task tracking and configurable alarm set points by 
enabling electronic issue and return of Thermo Scientific™ EPD TruDose™ or Mk2 
EPDs. These dosimeters can be issued and returned via a simple touchscreen
EPD assignment terminal or by using the desktop reader attached to a PC or laptop. 

When used with a Thermo TruDose EPD, data from the dosimeter can be transmitted 
using an integral Bluetooth radio module and received or re-transmitted by a nearby 
radio unit or Ethernet base radio for real-time display (see RadSight Live datasheet). 
The RadSight Access system also provides integrated reporting and management 
capability.

FEATURES

Personnel Management

Task Management

EPD Assignment

RadSight Access Terminal

The system stores a list of 
personnel to track EPDs 
dose and to enable named 
monitoring.

The system stores a list 
of tasks to enable preset 
alarm set points to be 
easily selected.

The system enables a 
person to issue or return 
an EPD to an active task 
and records the time of 
entry, exit and the EPD 
dose recorded.

This terminal has all the 
hardware needed to 
support the Issue and 
Return of EPDs. It has a 
built in EPD IR reader in a 
very small form factor. The 
touch screen computer 
connects to a remote 
server using Wifi or a wired 
ethernet connection.



RADSIGHT ACCESS HIGHLIGHTS

EPD Issue and Return and Access Control

RadSight Access enables an EPD to be assigned to a person and associated 
with a particular task or activity. It records the time of entry, exit and the EPD 
dose is recorded. 
For a simple system, an application can be installed on a PC or laptop with a 
connected USB desktop EPD reader. 
For larger scale systems, an EPD Assignment terminal is installed at each 
issue/return location to provide communication with the EPD and with the 
server.
The system supports barcode/mag card based ID scanners if used.

Historic Data and Dose Control System

RadSight Access provides detailed historic data including EPD issue/return 
data with dose summary and issue/returns per task. Personnel reports can 
be generated providing monthly dose summaries. Other reports include dose 
detail or summary per task or per person. 
These features enable RadSight Access to provide dose tracking and 
monitoring for your workforce. 

Example of detailed report by person:

FEATURES

Real Time Monitoring

Historic Data Reports

Data Export

The system optionally 
enables a real-time 
wireless graphical display 
showing EPDs and a live 
dose rate.

The system provides 
reports showing historic 
issue/return, task reports, 
dosage reports and 
individual user reports.

The system records 
the EPD data received 
and provides an export 
mechanism to CSV file 
enabling analysis in Excel 
and other third party 
systems.

The general issue workflow is:

- User inserts EPD into reader
- System prompts for User identification
- System prompts for a Task/Activity (or is selected from a list)
- EPD is switched on and issued to the user with alarm set points 
programmed

The general return workflow is:

-  User inserts EPD
- System reads EPD and records dose details
- EPD is switched off and de-issued

The system provides basic checks during the Issue process, such as checking 
the tasks are active and the EPD is in calibration.
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HARDWARE OVERVIEW

The Trudose EPD provides the 
highest quality of radiation 
detection. It requires no external 
interface or radios.

The Thermo Mk2 EPD can also 
be used, simultaneously, in a 
mixed system. It mates with a 
TeleAdaptor to provide wireless 
data transmission on the 2.4GHz 
ISM band.

FEATURES

Web-based Access

Simple to Install

Touch Screen Friendly

RadSight Access enables 
access from any local PC 
using a web browser. No 
longer do you have to 
deploy software to all PCs 
to provide access to data.

RadSight Access runs on 
any PC with Windows 7 
or higher. It provides a 
standalone installer which 
installs all dependencies 
and configures a working 
server.

The primary RadSight 
Access screens for 
monitoring and issue/
return are touch screen 
friendly enabling easy to 
use system interaction.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Technical Support

Custom Solutions

Charthouse provides the 
best technical support in 
the business. If you need 
technical assistance, we 
make it our number one 
priority to help solve the 
problem.

RadSight Access can be 
configured and expanded 
to create a custom 
solution for your 
application.

Specifications

PC 
Requirements

Operating System Windows 7 and higher, 32/64 bit

4GB minimum

2GHz Core i3 minimum

2 free USB ports

Microsoft Internet Explorer 11/Edge
Latest Google Chrome
Latest Mozilla Firefox

Hard Disk

RAM

CPU

USB

Browser Requirements

Hard Disk

Trudose EPD

Thermo Mk2 EPD
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